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Com.m.on Practices and Mutual
Misunderstandings:

Henry Hudson, Native Americans, and the Birth
of New Netherland
Paul Otto
1609 was a significant year. 1 Ten years from now, and colonization.
New Yorkers will doubtless celebrate the four hundredth
While we may rightly point to Hudson's voyage as a
anniversary of Henry Hudson's discovery of New York watershed, does the man and the ship bear importance by
Bay and the Hudson River. Yes, others had come first. themselves? There is no doubt that he was a worthy mari
Verrazzano was the first to actually sail into New York ner. Sailor and author Donald Johnson describes Hudson's
Bay in 1524, and he was followed by Jehan Alphonse significance in Charting the Sea of Darkness. In the space
de Saintonge in 1541 or 1542 and later by Jehan Cossin of four ye;:irs, Hudson "made four momentous voyages in
sometime before 1570, 2 but it was Hudson's voyage that search of a passage to Asia, journeys that greatly enlarged
led to historic changes. After all, the Dutch consistently the geographical knowledge of the world." Johnson goes
cited this voyage as the basis of their claim to the territo on to speak of Hudson's great "courage." He also cites
ry.3 Hudson's visit left such an impression upon the native Hudson's contemporary and friend, (military) Captain
people of (what became) the lower Hudson that their John Smith who wrote, concerning him and his later
encounter with hfm became part of their oral tradition discoveries, that "the bounds of America doth stretch
and was maintained into the nineteenth century.4 Today, many thousand miles: into the frozen partes whereof one
the Holland Society of New York continues to recognize Master Hutson an English Mariner did make the greatest
Hudson's significance. The society seal includes the date discoverie of any Christian I knowe of, where he unfor
1609 and a picture of Hudson's ship, the Half Moon, or tunately died." 5 But the significance of Hudson's voyage
Halve Moen in Dutch, while the society's magazine also lay not just in his work as a mariner and explorer, nor
just in the founding of the Dutch settlement and colony
takes the name de Halve Moen.
Clearly, then, few dispute Hudson's claim to fame of New Netherland. The voyage was also significant in
in the region. And if others arrived there earlier in the consideration of the role played by Native Americans in
sixteenth century, none of their explorations led to this discovery, and the effects upon them following Dutch
European colonization as did Hudson's. This, after all, is colonization. Hudson encountered representatives of the
why we generally remember him. He sailed in 1609. In Munsee linguistic branch of the Lenapes and the Mahi
1610, responding to reports brought back from Hudson's cans.6 Without gracious native people who had furs to
voyage, Dutch traders began activity along New York's trade and seemed eager to offer them, Hudson's voyage
coast, and by 1624, the Dutch West India Company began of exploration may not have led to the founding of New
sending colonists. It was Hudson's voyage that led to trade Netherland. Furthermore, an investigation into the Indian
reception of Hudson uncovers a great irony that lay at the
heart
of their exchange of goods. Because of that ironic
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